
心理拓展训练器械 户外体能组合训练器材 400米障碍设施

产品名称 心理拓展训练器械 户外体能组合训练器材
400米障碍设施

公司名称 盐山洛龙体育器材销售有限公司

价格 1050.00/件

规格参数 品牌:洛龙
检验报告:有
生产厂家:是

公司地址 盐山县杨集工业园区

联系电话 0317-8204185 13001482136

产品详情

Welcome to the official website of Yunshan Luolong Sports Equipment Sales Co., Ltd. In this article, we will introduce
our latest product - the 400-meter obstacle facility for psychological expansion training and outdoor physical fitness
combination training equipment.

Product Overview 

Our 400-meter obstacle facility is a versatile training equipment designed for both psychological behavior training and
outdoor physical fitness combination training. It is perfect for individuals or groups who want to enhance their mental
resilience, physical strength, and teamwork skills.

Key Features Heartbeats will race as individuals face various challenges across the 400-meter obstacle facility, testing
their agility, perseverance, and problem-solving abilities. The facility is equipped with a wide range of outdoor physical
fitness combination training equipment, including climbing walls, balance beams, cargo nets, and more, to cater to
different training needs. The dimensions of the psychological behavior training area are carefully designed to provide
an optimal training environment, promoting concentration and focus for participants. With the obstacle course
spread across the area, individuals or teams can compete against time or challenge themselves to complete specific
tasks. Constructed with high-quality materials, our 400-meter obstacle facility is built to withstand rigorous use and
maintain its durability over time. As a brand, Luolong is committed to providing top-notch sports equipment that
meets the highest standards of quality and safety. Rest assured, our product has undergone comprehensive testing and
has achieved outstanding results in terms of safety and performance. A detailed inspection report is available for your
reference. Pricing and Order Information 

The price of our 400-meter obstacle facility is set at 1050.00 yuan per unit. We offer competitive pricing for bulk
orders as well. Please contact our sales team for a detailed quotation tailored to your specific requirements.

Why Choose Our 400-Meter Obstacle Facility? 



1. Comprehensive Training: The combination of psychological behavior training and outdoor physical fitness
exercises creates a holistic training experience, targeting both mental and physical aspects.

2. Versatility: The wide range of obstacle equipment allows for diverse training routines, catering to individuals and
teams with different fitness levels and goals.

3. Proven Effectiveness: Psychological behavior training has been shown to improve mental resilience, build self-
confidence, and enhance problem-solving skills, while outdoor physical fitness exercises provide a full-body workout
for improved strength and stamina.

4. Trusted Brand: Luolong is a reputable brand in the sports equipment industry, known for its commitment to quality
and customer satisfaction.

Contact Us 

For further inquiries or to place an order, please visit our official website or contact our sales team. We are dedicated to
providing excellent customer service and assisting you with your training equipment needs.
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